. For each of the six binary alloys that make up the quaternary Al-Mo-Si-U systems, the major references are cited in addition to the one that was used to carry out the thermodynamic assessment. Phase diagrams of the 6 binaries alloys of the Al-Mo-Si-U quaternary system from the ASM Alloy Phase Diagram Center [2] . Note that for Mo-Si there are two versions of the phase diagrams.
For each of the six binaries, the phases that have been considered are:
Al-Mo: all nine compounds have been considered Al 12 Mo (cI26, Im 3 ), Al 5 Mo (hP12, P6 3 ), Al 22 Mo 5 , Al 17 Mo 4 , Al 4 Mo (mC30, Cm), Al 3 Mo, Al 63 Mo 37 , AlMo (CI2, bcc), and AlMo 3 (A15) that decomposes in a peritectic reaction at the high temperature of 2150 o C, as well as the two solid solutions, fcc (A1) and bcc (A2), and the liquid phase.
Al-Si:
this is a simple eutectic-like alloy, with only the two solid solutions, fcc (A1) and diamond (A4), and the liquid phase.
Al-U: the three compounds Al 4 U (D1 b ), Al 3 U (L1 2 ), and Al 2 U (C15) that melts congruently at the high temperature of 1620 o C, the four solid solutions: fcc (A1) and the three phases of U, Mo-U phase diagram from L. Brewer et al. (1980) , reported by H. Okamoto (1990) [2] .
Si-U phase diagram from H. Okamoto (1990) [2] .
namely orthorhombic (A20), tetragonal (A b ), and bcc (A2), and the liquid state have been considered. Figure 2 . CALPHAD assessment of the six binaries subsystems of the Al-Mo-Si-U alloy.
Mo-Si

II. CALPHAD-based thermodynamic modeling of the 4 ternaries of the quaternary Al-
Mo-Si-U system
The bibliography related to the 4 ternary alloys and the quaternary system is summarized in Table II Table II . For each of the four ternary alloys that make up the quaternary Al-Mo-Si-U systems, the major references are cited in addition to the one (if any) that was used to carry out the thermodynamic assessment.
For each of the four ternary systems we considered the compounds that form in the binaries, and only in a few cases we had a few ternary compounds for which enough experimental data were available. This includes:
• for Al-Mo-Si system the C40 and C54 phases, (Al,Si) 2 Mo treated with a two-sublattice model, (Al,Si) .667 :Mo .333 , and
• for the Al-Mo-U, the two phases Al 43 When more experimental data on new compounds in the ternary systems will be available, it will be relatively easy to introduce their thermodynamic description in the database.
The thermodynamic database has been assembled for all 4 ternary alloys, and the phase diagram results in terms of four isothermal sections at 400, 800, 1200, and 1600 o C are shown in Figs. 3-6. It should be mentioned that because of the complexity of these phase diagrams in terms of the number of phases that can form at various temperatures, only a few major phase equilibria, in some instances, have been indicated in the isothermal sections for the sake of clarity. With the knowledge gained on phase equilibria in these four ternary systems, one can find out which equilibrium phases are likely to form as function of temperature at a given alloy composition. For example, it has been reported [61] 20 Mo 2 U, except that for the second alloy the Al 3 U is not observed. Using our thermodynamic database the property diagram of each of these two alloys was calculated. As a reminder, for a complex multi-component alloy at a specific alloy composition, the property diagram conveniently shows the phase fraction of each phase that forms as a function of temperature. This can be directly compared with experimental results, and as such constitutes a way of validating a thermodynamic database.
In Fig. 7 , the property diagram of each of the mentioned alloys is shown. This proposed thermodynamic database for the quaternary Al-Mo-Si-U ally system can be used to predict the phases that may form under equilibrium condition for any alloy composition and temperature.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The The two thermodynamic databases ‡ that have been built this year to study Mo-Pu-U (cf.
Appendix II for a description of the thermodynamic database for the Mo-Pu alloy system), and Al-Mo-Si-U alloys are crucial for understanding phase formation in complex actinide mixtures as a function of burn-up, and also provide important input data in terms of thermodynamic driving forces for kinetic modeling of phase transformations, and meso-scale modeling of microstructure evolution, both crucially contributing to building up a physicsbased assessment of nuclear fuel performance. All these results could be explored for practical applications to fuel performance modeling if funding had been allocated for FY13
and beyond. It is also important that the role of fission products, including transuranic elements on fuel stability and its evolution as a function of burn-up, even in the case of the more popular {Pu,U,O} MOX fuels remain to be thoroughly studied, and this effort should start with the detailed development of a validated thermodynamic database.
Villars, editor-in-chief; H. Okamoto and K. Cenzual, section editors;
APPENDIX I. Thermo-Calc Application Software and CALPHAD Modeling
Thermo-Calc® version S [A1.1] is a commercially available software code that fulfills the need for critical modeling and analysis of data to:
• Produce, refine, and analyze multi-component phase diagrams of alloys at relevant temperatures for predicting phase stability properties.
• Determine the solidification path and long-term aging of alloys.
• Generate isothermal sections of multi-component alloy phase diagrams at relevant temperatures, isopleths, and property diagrams (phase fractions as functions of temperature), and composition versus temperature for all stable and metastable phases forming.
• Simulate phase transformations according to the Scheil-Gulliver model (for which local equilibria, infinite diffusion in the liquid phase, and no back diffusion in the solid phase are assumed).
Thermo-Calc® is specially designed for systems with strongly non-ideal phases. It has 
The Input data files used by Thermo-Calc® are: KP (Kaufman binary alloys database), SSOL4 (Scientific Group Thermodata Europe, or SGTE, solution database), from published journals, and/or from qualified sources. Here to describe the selected alloys systems, a thermodynamic database has been developed.
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